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Accurate screening methods have significant implications for kidney health. While the existing
methods for identifying specifics samples are often inaccurate and time -consuming, the need for
sensitive and precise biosensor is highly demanded. The development of sensors for commonly
clinical biomarkers, if properly optimized, can help to address the problem. Here, the optimum
design of surface plasmon resonance (SPR) which is recommended by the L9 Taguchi method was
reported. In order to achieve the smallest possible full-width-at-half- maximum (FWHM) and the
reflectance intensity (Rmin), four input parameters which include the wavelength (λ) and the
thickness of three other parameters; Chromium (Cr), Gold (Au) and graphene were varied for the
optimization purposes. The SPR biosensor was designed using the Kretschmann configuration
through the Lumerical Finite-Difference-Time-Domain (FDTD) simulator. Taguchi method reveals
that wavelength parameter holds a significant effect on the device performance. Upon optimization,
the FWHM and Rmin show an improvement to the device's sensitivity as much as 5.37% and 38.93%
respectively.
Keywords: ANOVA, FDTD, Kretschmann Configuration, L9 Taguchi, Surface Plasmon
Resonance

I.

INTRODUCTION

treatment percentage in the world (Bujang et al., 2017).
Numerous approaches were made to effectively evaluate

Technological advances are growing rapidly but dragging

kidney functioning of a person who has potential on

human life towards destruction. Increased youth generation

suffering the kidney disease beside educating them on a

with chronic illness proves that a healthy lifestyle is no longer

healthy lifestyle. The most common clinical examination is

a priority. Chronic kidney disease (CKD) which is caused by

by measuring one's physiological parameters such as

the scarce albumin is one of the major contributors to health

creatinine, pH, glucose, and urea in blood or urine using

problems with global prevalence around 10-26% (Chaudhari,

detection

et al., 2017; Menon et al., 2018; Menon et al., 2019a). In 2014,

spectrophotometric (Lee et al., 2000; Soldatkin et al.,

Malaysia has shown a growth rate as much as 56.4% patients

2003; Luo & Do, 2004; Kaushik et al., 2009). The

that are diagnosed with CKD where the data gathered are

advancement method in biosensor such as CO2 gas

within the 10 years of period (Bujang et al., 2017; Rizal et al.,

electrode and gas selective electrodes is also available for

2017). The number of patients with CKD is also forecasted to

urea detection. Although the methods are accurate, the

be increased by twofold in 2040 if it is not properly controlled.

monitors are actually large, complicated and vulnerable to

This disquieting phenomenon has made Malaysia now as the

the interference leading to the need of an additional

top seventh country with the highest number of dialysis

electrode to compensate the electrical interference is
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method

such

as

amperometry

and
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compulsory and hence spike the total cost of the biosensor

find the best recipe of process parameters in achieving the

(Swati et al., 2010; Chaudhari et al., 2017). For that reason, a

smallest possible full-width-at-half- maximum (FWHM)

precise and cost-effective urea biosensor is very critical to

and reflectance intensity (Rmin) at a lower cost without

make medical costs affordable to every community.

scarifying the accuracy of the device (A et al., 2016; Mitra

The surface plasmon resonance (SPR) was introduced and

et al., 2016). Taguchi effectively concludes the best

recent studies focus on various types of surface plasmon

combination of control factors through the analysis of

resonance (SPR) biosensor design for sensing purposes like

variance (ANOVA) and Signal-to-Noise ratio (SNR)

hazardous gaseous (Prabhash et al., 2017), heavy metal ions

analysis (Lee, Lin & Yen, 2017; Tarumaraja et al., 2019). In

(Wu & Lin, 2005), drug molecules (Pernites et al., 2011), and

order to attain the smallest possible FWHM and Rmin,

immune-sensing (Ashley et al., 2017). Urea sensing also was

Smaller-the-Better

extensively explored in various technological topologies using

characteristic was utilized so that the sensitivity and

SPR-based sensor (Dindar et al., 2011; Verma & Gupta, 2014).

accuracy of the device can be increased. In this work, four

Compared to other methods, the SPR biosensor has

critical parameters were selected to be varied at three

exceptional capabilities where it is a fast-optical and label-free

levels. The parameters include the wavelengths (λ), the

detection tool for refractive index deviations at a very close

thickness of chromium (TCr), the thickness of the gold layer

area of a thin metal layer (Nguyen et al., 2015; Gan et al.,

(TAu), and the thickness of graphene layers (TGraphene). The

2019).

utilized

efficacy of the Taguchi method can be seen through the

preeminently in the SPR system, which principally includes an

increased percentage of device performance after the

analyte sensing surface, a prism and a glass slide with a thin

optimization process takes place.

Kretschmann

configuration

has

been

(STB)

of

Taguchi’s

quality

metal film where the plasmon filed is excited (Jamil et al.,
2017a). Technically, when a plane‐polarized light beam passes

II.

MATERIALS AND METHOD

through the prism, total internal reflection (TIR) will occur
and an evanescent wave (EW) is formed at a certain critical

The design and analysis phases of a virtual SPR-based

angle of incident angle (Tarumaraja et al., 2016; Said et al.,

biosensor using the Lumerical’s FDTD Solutions software

2015a). This happens due to the energy from the incident light

follows as in (Jamil et al., 2018b; Jamil et al., 2018c)

being transfer onto the surface plasmons (Menon et al.,

except the utilization of different analyte and variations in

2019b). A significant decline in the reflectivity and a sharp dip

input parameters for device optimization. Initially, the

was forms in the SPR response curves demonstrate the
minimum reflectivity based on the TIR at the metal-dielectric
interface (Said et al., 2016). The existence of the analyte in the
sample can be seen through the shifting mode in the incident
angle or through the optical wavelength since the SPR are

biosensor is formed in the high optical solver environment
for capturing light interaction with the anticipated
wavelength scale. Accurate setting and conformal
meshing using a mesh override region are essential to

sensitive to the variations of the refractive index on the sensing

simulate the plasmonic structures of metal geometries

surface layer (Jamil et al., 2017b). The performance of SPR

(Said et al., 2017). Then, the optical parameter is

biosensor is at optimum when it has the highest sensitivity,

established to design the biosensor. Here, the plane-wave

selectivity and long-term stability of metal and sensing (Jamil

source is set as a Bloch (periodic type) at a desired optical

et al., 2018a).

wavelength (Jamil et al., 2018a). In order to find the

These works are the extension studies from our previous

source angle (θ) which is capable to excite the SPR mode,

work in (Jamil et al., 2018b). Here, we optimize the

a parameter is engulfed within 36 to 80 of the incident

Kretschmann SPR-based sensor using the L9 orthogonal array
(OA) of the Taguchi method (Siew Mei et al., 2018). The
numerical simulation was initially designed using the
Lumerical finite-domain-time-domain analysis (FDTD)-based

angle (Said et al., 2015b).

A. Numerical Modeling

simulators (FDTD Solutions | Lumerical’s Nanophotonic
FDTD Simulation Software). Numerous works prove that the

Figure 1 illustrated the simulated design of graphene-

optimizations using Taguchi in designing the experiments are

based SPR biosensor. In this work, Kretschmann prism

cost-effective which agrees with the purpose of these works to

configuration is used as a platform for SPR sensing where

11
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the development of SPR biosensor includes four main

factors known as factor A (wavelength, λ), factor B

components; BK7 glass, chromium layer (Cr), gold layer (Au)

(chromium thickness, TCr), factor C (gold thickness, TAu)

and the graphene layer. Note that, all related values of the

and factor D (graphene layer thickness, TGraphene). These

refractive index and the extinction coefficient for the glass and

factors are varied at three levels in order to find the

chromium layer are obtained from the Bionavis Navi SPR
database (Mohamad et al., 2019). The complex refractive
index of the gold layer is listed in Table 1. The data are
measured at three optical wavelengths that excite the SPR

optimum value that can reduce the Rmin and FWHM. The
process factors and their respective level values are listed in
Table 2.

mode; 632.8 nm, 670 nm and 785 nm. The thickness of the
Table 2. Factors and levels

graphene in this work is determined by the formula L × 0.34
nm, where L is the number of graphene layers. The complex
refractive index of graphene in visible light is given by:

𝑛 =3+𝑖

𝐶
3

(1)

where C is the value of the constant implied by the opacity
measurement (C = 5.446 µm-1) and 𝜆 is the optical wavelength.

Since the aim of the experiments is to have the lowest
output of Rmin and FWHM, the device is optimized using
the

Taguchi’s

Smaller-the-Better

(STB)

quality

characteristics. The layout of the experiment can be seen in
previous works (Jamil et al., 2019). The Signal-to-Noise
ratio (SNR) of STB characteristic (𝜂STB) and the analysis of
variance (ANOVA) for Rmin and FWHM are calculated
once the simulations are completed. The 𝜂STB is defined as
Figure 1. The XY, XZ and YZ view of simulated FDTD

in equation (2) where n is the number of experiment and yi

diagrams for SPR biosensor-based graphene using

is the simulation result for Rmin and FWHM (Tseng et al.,
2013).

Kretschmann (Said et al., 2015c)
Table 1. The complex refractive index of a gold layer

1

𝑛

𝜂𝑆𝑇𝐵 = −10 log ( ∑ 𝑦𝑖 2 )
𝑛

(2)

𝑖=1

III. RESULTS AND
DISCUSSION
B. Taguchi Orthogonal L9 Array Method

The analysis of the virtual graphene-based SPR using the
Lumerical FDTD software was first benchmarked with the

In L9 Taguchi method, the variations of process parameters in

experimental result. This is to confirm the efficacy of the

findings the best combination of factors level are used to

virtual device before it is optimized. From the result, the

achieve the optimal device performance at a smaller number of

virtual device demonstrates a good agreement with the

experiments. A total of nine experiments each for Rmin and

experimental output data. This can be seen in Figure 2

FWHM were simulated in this work considering of four process

where a sharp dip of reflection intensity (≈1.0 a.u.) at an

12
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incident angle of ≈45° can be seen at both numerical and

result at experiment number 1, 2 and 4 with the value of

experimental reflectance curve in the same simulation

0.0131, 0.0122 and 0.0047 respectively.

environment; 50 nm Au/Graphene on BK7 at 670 nm
wavelength in the dielectric medium air. The reflectance
intensity difference between the curves was less than 5%. The
red colour curve represents the experimental result and the
blue curve represent the numerical result.

Figure 3. Reflectance curve of SPR biosensor-based
graphene for Taguchi analysis

Table 3. FWHM and Rmin results

Figure 2. SPR curve of 50nm Au-Graphene based SPR
biosensor at wavelength 670 nm

A. Analysis of Graphene-based Surface Plasmon
Resonance Sensor
The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of smaller-the-better (STB) L9
Taguchi quality characteristic was utilized to improve the
sensitivity of the biosensor by reducing the FWHM and Rmin
value. Four process factors which include the wavelength (λ),
chromium thickness (TCr), gold thickness (TAu) and graphene
layer thickness (TGraphene) were varied at three levels making the
total of nine experiments required to find the best combination
of process factor's level for optimum device performance.
Figure 3 shows the reflectance curves of nine experiments
established by L9 Taguchi method while the simulation results
of Rmin and FWHM are listed in Table 3. From the figure, it
can be seen that the wavelength escalates as the slopes of
reflectivity shifted to a lower angle. The narrowest curves
happen at experiment number 7, 8 and 9 when the wavelength
is set constant at 785 nm. This explains that the results of
FWHM were also the lowest at these levels. The result of
FHWM at experiment number 7, 8 and 9 is 1.254°, 1.4746°, and
1.4076° respectively. Rmin, on the other hand, has the lowest
13

B. Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) and ANOVA
Results
The SNR was measured right after the simulations of the
nine experiments were completed. The SNR is obtained to
study the most influence level parameters to the device
performance. Hence, the performance characteristics of the
graphene-based biosensor are at the optimum level when
the SNR value is at the highest level (Afifah Maheran et al.
2014; Yorek et al. 2018). The results of SNR for FWHM and
Rmin at each level of the experiment are tabulated in Table
4. From the table, experiment results at set number 4 and 7
give the highest SNR value for Rmin and FWHM analysis
correspondingly. Since the Taguchi method is orthogonal,
the SNR results of each level can be separated and studied.
The SNR contribution at each level of process factor can be
seen clearly in Table 5 and plotted as in Figure 4. The SNR
analysis for FWHM suggested that the best combination

ASM Science Journal, Volume 12, Special Issue 4, 2019 for ICSE2018
factors are A at level 3, B at level 2, C at level 3 and D at level 1
while the best combination factors for optimum Rmin are A at
level 2, B at level 1, C at level 2 and D at level 3. Note that the
selection of levels was based on the highest SNR value. The
greater the SNR contribution, the better the quality
characteristic of the graphene-based SPR biosensor.

Table 4. SNR analysis for FWHM and Rmin

Figure 4. SNR (STB) graph for a) FWHM and b)
Rmin

1. Confirmation Test

The confirmation tests were done to verify the suggested
process factors give better result after the optimization took
Table 5. SNR analysis for FWHM and Rmin

place. The suggested level of each factor is tabulated in
Table 6. The percentage of factor effect shown in Table 6
specified that factor A is the dominant factor for both
FWHM and Rmin. This means that any changes made to
factor A will affect the device performance significantly.
Therefore, selection of a proper optical wavelength to excite
the device is vital for designing a sensitive SPR-based
biosensor as compared to other process factors. Final
results of FWHM and Rmin are shown in Table 7. The
FWHM was improved by 5.37% after the optimization while
Rmin was improved by almost 40%. However, both output
parameters did not share the same combination of the
optimum factor's level.

This means that the finest

combination of factors for the lowest possible FWHM does
not signify the lowest Rmin and vice versa. Hence, an
additional simulation was done to find the trade-off
between the FWHM and Rmin. Both factor effects were
then compared and the new level of factors was selected
based on the highest percentage of factor effect.
Consequently, both performance parameters are reduced
and identified using the same optimized process factors.
The final results of combined factors (FWHM x Rmin),
A3B1C2D3 gives the FWHM value of 0.8602° which is
further reduced as compared to the individual optimization.
However, the result of the combined factor for Rmin
increases but still in the allowable range.
14
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Table 6. Optimum factor combination for FWHM and

proves that proper selection of the design factors is very

Rmin

crucial in designing the finest SPR biosensor. The lowest
possible FWHM and the bigger reflection spectra are desired
in the SPR biosensor because a narrower and deeper
resonance peak allows detecting the resonance shift
effectively. We found that the optical wavelength has the most
substantial effect to both FWHM and Rmin which also justify
that the prediction made by the Taguchi method is

Table 7. Predicted and confirmation results of FWHM

indisputable. The optimization using Taguchi method prior

and Rmin

to fabrication delivers a methodology with lessening time and
cost besides providing an understanding of the effect of
process factors on the device performance.
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